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certainly quite right in principle The objection that
cif there is no back scenery there should be no fine
costumes' is ridiculous, the costumes and poses are
part of the character
"The conventional stage scenery disturbs the atten-
tion I am now quite a convert to the rule of no stage
scenery I don't think I can ever care again to see a
good play 'mounted' with all the raree show tom-
foolery and Gus Harris machinery fit only for Olympia
or The Musketeers
"If the tragedy is cold, that is because Algernon
Charles is not William Your part of it was as good as
can be "
The Verse Play is out of favour nowadays, it suffers in
silence under the most powerful of all censorships the
censorship of the box office Money talks, and with what
a raucous voice it does talk1 Against its domineering
voice the still, small voice of the spirit finds it hard to
make itself heard Yet it will be heard The restoration
of the theatre will come when Verse and Drama appear
hand-in-hand on the stage again They were heard in
unison in ancient Greece There everyone had the right
to hear them freely
We have the poets Yeats, John Masefield, Laurence
Binyon, Clifford Bax, Gordon Bottomley, John Drink-
water, all have written fine Verse Plays I have heard
some of their plays in Masefield's theatre on Boar's Hill
beautiful Verse Plays by John Masefield and by Gordon
Bottomley, and know that if people—pit and gallery
people—had the chance, they also would hear them
gladly
Perhaps the new theatre at Stratford-on-Avon may
become the pioneer of the restoration of the Verse Play
to its proper, predominant place in the theatre The
Director of the Shakespeare Theatre at Stratford-on-
Avon, W Bridges-Adams, knows both as actor and
producer the splendour of the Verse Drama of the
Greeks Will he give England a chance to hear, year by

